Effective Date: The schedule attached is effective July 04, 2010.

Application of Increases: The National Maritime Union/Seafarers International Union (AFL-CIO) is effecting an increase to wages and premium pay effective October 2010. Public Law 111-117, dated December 16, 2009, limits the FY10 increase to wages and premium pay of Federal prevailing rate employees to 2.12 percent and establishes a minimum increase of no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustment for GS employees in the geographical area. The Office of Personnel Management granted authority to increase pay by 2.12 percent provided industry effects an increase, no rate exceeds the industry prevailing rate, and the increase is no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustments for GS employees in the pay area.

The attached schedule reflects an increase to base pay, overtime and penalty pay by 2.12 percent, the amount of the increase for GS employees in the San Diego, California locality pay area, as required by Public Law 111-117 and as limited by 5 USC 5348. Monthly leave supplement is unchanged.

Effect on Other Schedules. The schedule for Unlicensed Positions (San Diego, CA Locality Area) effective July 05, 2009 is superseded.

Approved:

Sandra R. Manning
Acting Director, NOAA Workforce Management Office

Date
Effective Date: The schedule attached is effective July 04, 2010.

Application of Increases: District No.1- MEBA, National Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, (AFL-CIO) effected an increase to wages and premium pay in June 2010. Public Law 111-117, dated December 16, 2009, limits the FY10 increase to wages and premium pay of Federal prevailing rate employees to 2.12 percent and establishes a minimum increase of no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustment for GS employees in the geographical area. The Office of Personnel Management granted authority to increase pay by 2.12 percent provided no rate exceeds the industry prevailing rate, and the increase is no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustments for GS employees in the pay area.

The attached schedule reflects an increase to base pay, overtime, penalty pay and non-watch allowance rates by 2.12 percent, the amount of the increase for GS employees in the San Diego, California locality pay area, as required by Public Law 111-117 and as limited by 5 USC 5348.

Effect on Other Schedules. The schedule for Licensed Engineer positions (San Diego, CA Locality Area) effective July 05, 2009 is superseded.

Approved:

Sandra R. Manning
Acting Director, NOAA Workforce Management Office

Date
Effective Date: The schedule attached is effective July 04, 2010.

Application of Increases: The International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots effected an increase to wages and premium pay in January 2010. Public Law 111-117, dated December 16, 2009, limits the FY10 increase to wages and premium pay of Federal prevailing rate employees to 2.12 percent and establishes a minimum increase of no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustment for GS employees in the geographical area. The Office of Personnel Management granted authority to increase pay by 2.12 percent provided no rate exceeds the industry prevailing rate, and the increase is no less than the minimum prevailing rate adjustments for GS employees in the pay area.

The attached schedule reflects an increase to base pay, overtime, penalty pay and non-watch allowance rates by 2.12 percent, the amount of the increase for GS employees in the San Diego, California locality pay area, as required by Public Law 111-117 and as limited by 5 USC 5348.

Effect on Other Schedules. The schedule for Licensed Deck positions (San Diego, CA Locality Area) effective July 05, 2009 is superseded.

Approved:

Sandra R. Manning
Acting Director, NOAA Workforce Management Office

Date